
9.  Who are the “we” in Romans 8:28?

10.  We “know” that God causes all things to work together for good

a.  Because it is S__________________________

b.  As a result of the ______________________ work of

Christ

c.  By God’s ______________________

d.  Through ____________________________ and

e.  To the ____________________ of God.

11.  What is included in “all things” that work together for good?

12.  So does God create and approve of evil?

13.  Why does God cause all things to work together?

14.  What is the answer to life’s toughest “Why”?

15.  What are some of the differences between reality (real life) and

non-reality (life as pictured in books and TV)?

16.  To know what is truly good, we must have the perspective of

what?

17.  Describe the meaning of the Greek word “kalos” (translated

“good”).

18.  Describe the meaning of the Greek word “agathos” (translated

“good”).

19.  What is a way to contrast “kalos” and “agathos”?

20.  What Greek word is used in Romans 8:28 for the word “good”?

21.  According to Romans 12:1-2 it takes what to see “good” as God

sees it?

22.  What are the two answers to the question: “Trusting that God will

always work for good, is it possible for me to realize-at the time, not

later-that something unpleasant is really good?”

a.  

b.  

23.  What can we say about our “natural” understanding of what is

good?

24.  Does God say that everything is good?

25.  Romans 8:28 says specifically that the result of God’s

coordination is what?

26.  What is the first answer to the question: “When do we experience

‘good’”?

27.  What is the second answer to the question: “When do we

experience ‘good’”?

28.  What is the third answer to the question: “When do we experience



‘good’”?

29.  Who are the only people on earth who can experience true “good”

every day?

30.  What are the two ways that the people in the group defined as

“those” can be described?

a. ____________________________________________ 

b. ____________________________________________

31.  “Good” is God’s ________________________, “Those” are

God’s __________________.

32.  Does this promise apply to God’s people who aren’t walking

faithfully with Him at a certain time?

33.  What do you do with a believer who asks, “Why” to all of the

tragedy that may be in their life?

34.  God created the universe out of nothing.  He can certainly create

“good” out of the events of your life.  And who can have this

confidence?

35.  Are you saved?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently
apply the divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-
13; I Timothy 4:7-9; James 1:22-27).  As you meditate on this message,
ask yourself these questions:

• How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?
• How can I accomplish this change?
• What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

(A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available.  Order Forms are located in the foyer
of the church in the middle entrance)

THE PURPOSE OF ROMANS 8:28

“...for good...”

(Series #6)

  

  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning

and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon

“The Purpose of Romans 8:28”  All of the questions are answered

as the sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to

spiritual growth in your life.

1.  What is the greatest promise of prayer?

2.  Is God’s wisdom thwarted by our prayers?

3.  God will never give us what in response to our prayers?

4.  Our blindness doesn’t make God what?

5.  Matthew 7:12 is commonly known at what rule?

6.  According to the context of “The Golden Rule” the basis for our

dealings with others is what?

7.  What are the two truths found in the Golden Rule?

a.  We should do for others what is truly good for them, not

necessarily ______________

b.  We should want other people to do for us what is truly



good for us...not necessarily what is ______________________,

______________________ and easy for us.

8.  Review: The word “And” in Romans 8:28 reminds of what

contexts

a.  The Context of _________________________

b.  The Context of ____________________
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